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HIHow strong are Puerto 
Rico's US apron strings? «

By DON KNISELEY poralions. It has also ensured that 1514, which calls for complete de-
Puerto Rico has been subject to Puerto Rico produces goods with respect to Puerto Rico. The

some degree of outside control sin- primarily for export on an inflated US State Department is quick to
ce the 16th century. Though only international world market rather point to repeated plebiscites in
3600 square miles in area and of- than for its own development, 
fering little in the way of natural One reason for the present level whelmingly rejected statehood
resources, Puerto Rico’s strategic of US investment is the program and independence in favour of
military location in the Caribbean Puerto Ricans adopted to coun- commonwealth status. Opponents
has ensured its continued political teract a sagging sugar industry in claim that no more than one third
domination.

Harvey is at it again, 
this time he’s taken to punchin' cows. 

It’s a whole new taste treat from the folks 
who brought you the Harvey Wallbanger. 

Round up a cow and give it a try.
which Puerto Ricans have over-

the late 1940’s. Partly on the ad- of all eligible voters participated 
The Spanish settled on the island vice of US officials, it was decided in these referenda, and that none

five hundred years ago in their that rapid industrialization was has been subject to international
frantic search of gold. They the answer. In order to secure the supervision,
established a garrison there, from capital for this industrialization
which they could maintain vigilan- Munos, the first elected governor
ce over all travel to and from the of the island, launched a program
Caribbean. (Over a period of of irresistible incentives to US
several generations.) They also business. Operation Bootstrap
managed to eliminate or exempted almost all firms from
assimilate all native islanders. Puerto Rican taxes for up to ten
The colony (originally called years. This, coupled with the large
Borinquén) soon came to have an labour supply, low wage rates,
economy based on sugar cane, and exemption from US federal in-
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The US government plays down 
intervention by the UN and 
would likely veto any “in
tolerable” decision taken by the 
Security Council with respect to 
Puerto Rico. Debate in the de
colonization committee, however, 
has unified the Third World in
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(Ecalling for Puerto Rican in
dependence. It has also fuelled the 

with labour being supplied by come taxes (part of the 1917 Jones dormant independence movement 
African slaves. Act) meant that companies within Puerto Rico

The dream of an independent locating in Puerto Rico have en- ^ current economic malaise
Puerto Rico persisted however, joyed phenomenal profits and dissatisfaction with com- 
and was almost realized in 1897. Astonishingly, ten percent of the monwealth status has bolstered
However, as soon as the worldwide profits received rom independence forces. This was
weakening Spanish Empire chrect US investment come from refle7ted in last ear-s general
severed colonial ties the island Puerto Rico and annual profit election in which Carlos Romero
was invaded and captured by the rates as high as 90% have been Barcelo ^ the New Progressive
US m the final act of the Spanish- reported. Partv came to Dower at the ex-
American war (1898). But even economic growth has "JJJ 0f the longstanding Popular

After two years of mUitary oc- waned in recent years. Some fir- gJty Although

cupation the US Congress passed ms have relocated in search of Romero has iong been an ad-
the oraker Law, which brought even cheaper labor mother Utm vocate of eventual statehood,
nearly all Puerto Rico affairs un- American countries. Dependence man feel the electorate voted for
der the official control of the US on so many imports has meant chJ rather than for inclusion in
government. Discontent with the higher and higher pnces for essen- the Nevertheless, the election
US presence and influence led to tial commodities. This trend has h nmmn|L Prpsifipnt
thrones Act of 1917 which made been accomplished by decreasing GJM Ford ?0 sugPgest that Puer. 
f.1 Ricans US citizens. Un- bargaining power in terms of ex- tQ mco become a fist state,
til 1952 however, Puerto Rico was ports. For apart from its sugar- 
formally and unquestionably to cane, Puerto Rico essentially only

“exports” its labor. It has become 
The present commonwealth a processing station for US raw

status of Puerto Rico has its roots materials
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A concerted movement for in
dependence as opposed to 
statehood, may also result in ar
med struggle in Puerto Rico. 
Carlos Gallisa, leader of the Puer
to Rican Socialist Party, publicly 
voiced that eventually in a recent 
speech, much to the chagrin of the 
then governor Hernandez Colon 
and the US State Department.

The exigencies of the present, 
then, point to political change in

remain a US colony.

chiefly
in US Public Law 600 of 1950. It petrochemicals and phar- 
allowed Puerto Rico to establish maceuticals. Partly as a result of 
its own constitutional government, this situation, the recent world- 
subject to approval by a majority wide recession took on 
of Puerto Ricans in a referendum catastrophic proportions in Puerto 
and by the US Congress. This law Rico. Unemployment is presently 
allowed the US to maintain that around 20% by conservative 
Puerto Rico was no longer a estimates. Nearly half of the
colony, because its people had “ef- population depends on US Depart- Puerto Rico; change, at best
fectively exercised their right to ment of Agriculture food stamps. pleasant for some, at worst con-
self-determination... by freely and The issues of Puerto Rico’s vulsive to the entire island and its
fully participating in the establish- economy and its political status emigrants. But, though a change
ment of a Commonwealth are inexorably linked. Since the *n political status may be a 
associated with the United States, passage of Public Law 600, the US prerequisite for economic develop

ment in Puerto Rico, neither 
statehood nor independence will 

substantive im-

The Harvey Cowpuncha.
Pour 6 ounces of milk over crushed ice. 

Stir in 1 Va ounces of Galliano. Then sit back 
and relax till the cows come home.

un-

tiiQUOïtE Galliano ®

US political and economic has insisted that all questions
dominance has meant on the one about Puerto Rico are an internal
hand that Puerto Rico has enjoyed matter. This view has come under guarantee
one of the highest per capita living fire in recent years as a result of provements in the quality of life
standards in Latin America, the United Nations’ Resolution f°r Puerto Ricans. The danger
Assuming the “trickle down” 1514, hich calls for complete de-
theory of capitalist development, colonization of all non-self-
it is true that some workers have governing territories, 
benefitted from substantial US in- territories may then determine feeding the dominant American
vestments. the nature of their political economy - a colony of lesser

On the other hand, the huge US relationships with other countries, degree,
economic presence has meant that The crucial question is whether Reprinted from the Delhousie 
Puerto Rico has served as a pool the conditions set out in Resolution Gazette 
of cheap labour for American cor-

The liqueur that made 
Harvey Wallbanger famous.

exists that, whether nation or 
state the island will remain a hin- 

Such terland dependent upon and
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NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL MARCH 30,1977, 
3:00 P.M. FOR THE POSITIONS OF:

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT (ARTS) 

VICE-PRESIDENT (SCIENCE) 
TREASURER SECRETARY SENATOR

Subjects are needed to ride in a mini-bus 
and evaluate the lighting conditions on our 
local highways.

The bus will leave York at 7 PM and re
turn at or before 10 PM (Mon. thru Thurs.; 
March 1 thru 31).

To schedule your session contact Mrs. 
Kahn (667-2384) BSB 214. Provide her with 
your name, phone number (and times you 
can be reached) and 3 possible dates.

Drivers with corrective lens are acceptable 
if they bring their glasses to the session.

Playing thru APR. 23 
Students get 

BEST SEATS IN HOUSE!
*

*★ *
* ★Mon. thru Sat. Eves.: $6.00 

Wed. ft Sat. Mats.: $5.00
On stage seating is re
served exclusively for 
students with a current 
ID card. 50 seats avail
able each perform
ance.
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ON THE GRADUATE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE 
FOR 1977-78

* ★* *
*

*
* For student group 

Sales call: 363-1511
Box-office open 11-9 p.m.

★
* * PLEASE FORWARD NOMINATIONS TO N918 ROSS.

RICHARD LINK*
*★ * President.


